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Abstract
The work present in this master thesis relates to output feedback
adaptive control and observer design of nonlinear systems, and in
particular of robot manipulators. A continuous-time velocity observer
and a discrete-time adaptive velocity observer for robots are shown,
and an observer backstepping controller is also proposed, which can
be used together with both the observers. The resulting closed-loop
system is proven to be semiglobally asymptotically stable with re-
spect to both the velocity observation error and the tracking error,
and stable with respect to the parameter estimation error. Further-
more an on-line parameter estimation method for a class of nonlinear
system is presented, which can be easily extended for the robot equa-
tion. Unfortunately the way to use it in combination with the previous
observer-controller has not been found and it has not been used in the
experiments. In the Appendix A some technical details about the al-
gorithm implementation are included, and in the Appendix B a paper
already submitted to the 2002 Conference in Decision and Control
is included, in which the adaptive output-feedback control scheme is
extended for ship control. All the work has been conducted in the De-
partment of Automatic Control, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund
University.
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1. Introduction
In control engineering the objective is to achieve a feasible control signal,
that makes the considered plant behave in the desired way; this control
signal is based on the mathematical model of the plant, on reference signals
to be tracked, and on measured signals. There are several situations where
we have not only uncertainties in the model, but also partial measurement
of the state, and so this provides motivation in development of observer-
based adaptive control schemes.
1.1 Observers
In many applications it can be very expensive, or even impossible, to install
a physical sensor to measure directly certain quantities; in these cases,
since the knowledge of the unmeasurable quantities is desirable anyway,
a good solution is to provide an estimate by an observer. An observer is
an algorithm that reconstructs the internal unmeasurable states of the
system from the measurable output; in the linear case the observer theory
is well investigated and the observability and detectability properties are
closely connected to the existence of observers with strong convergence
properties. However in the nonlinear case, the observer design problem has
a systematic solution only if nonlinearities are functions of the measurable
output and the input.
Observers for linear systems
Consider the linear system(
x˙  Ax  Bu
y  Cx D1.1E
Under observability/detectability assumptions on the pair FA, CG an ob-
server for the system D1.1E can be constructed as(
˙ˆx  Axˆ  Bu KDy − yˆE
yˆ  Cxˆ D1.2E
where KDy− yˆE is the linear output injection. If the gain matrix K is chosen
such that DA−KCE is Hurwitz, then the error dynamics are asymptotically
stable, that is limt0[ xˆDtE  xDtE.
Observers for nonlinear systems
The notion of output injection can be applied also to a class of nonlinear
systems in the form (
x˙  Ax  f Dy, uE
y  Cx. D1.3E
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As the nonlinearity f only depends on the measurable output and the
known control signal, an observer for the system D1.3E can be constructed
as (
˙ˆx  Axˆ  f Dy, uE  KDy − yˆE
yˆ  Cxˆ. D1.4E
Still, if the gain matrix K is chosen such that DA− KCE is Hurwitz, then
the linear error dynamics are asymptotically stable.
Even if the system description is not directly in the form D1.3E, there could
exist an invertible state transformation χ  SDxE to make the system in
the form D1.3E, with linear error dynamics. The convergence limt0[ χˆ  χ
then implies limt0[ xˆ  x.
Thau F28G has considered a system in the form(
x˙  Ax  f Dx, u, tE  φDy, u, tE
y  Cx D1.5E
For the observer(
˙ˆx  Axˆ  f Dxˆ, u, tE  φDy, u, tE  LDy − yˆE
yˆ  Cxˆ D1.6E
conditions for asymptotic stability of the error are given, provided that the
nonlinearity f Dx, u, tE is Lipschitz with respect to the state x.
Arcak and Kokotovic have suggested an observer design for a class of
systems with monotone sector nonlinearities in the unmeasured states F1G.
They have considered the system(
x˙  Ax  Gψ DHxE ϕ Dy, uE
y  Cx D1.7E
and the observer(
˙ˆx  Axˆ  LDy − yˆE  Gψ DHxˆ  KDy − yˆEE ϕ Dy, uE
yˆ  Cxˆ. D1.8E
The observer design decomposes the error dynamics into a linear system in
feedback with a multivariable sector nonlinearity. Linear matrix inequal-
ities are used to state the conditions for the existence of stable observer
error dynamics with respect to the imposed observer structure.
1.2 Observer-based control
The observer-based control is a way to solve the output feedback control
problem, that implies a restriction in the possibility to use all the states
directly for feedback. Still for linear system the well- known separation
8
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Figure 1.1 Observer scheme and observer-based control scheme
principle allows the problem to be decomposed in two sub-problems which
can be solved separately: the design of a state observer, and the design of
a state-feedback controller. For nonlinear system the separation principle
does not apply, and the design of a state observer is generally coupled with
the controller design. However, when the Input-To-State-Stability DISSE
property can be assured for disturbances entering additively to the states in
a stabilizing state feedback law, estimates from a converging state observer
can be used in a certainty equivalence approach. Another fundamental
difference, correlated with the separation principle, in properties of linear
and nonlinear systems is the effect of bounded disturbances over a finite
time horizon. Consider a linear system for which there is a stabilizing state-
feedback law. If the states are replaced by estimated states, then the closed
loop system will still be stable if the observer errors converge to zero. This is
not ensured for nonlinear systems, even if we have exponential convergence
in the observer, because of the “finite escape time” phenomenon, that is
illustrated in the following example F20G.
EXAMPLE 1.1
Consider the system (
x˙  −x  x4  x2ξ
ξ˙  −kξ  u, D1.9E
with k  0. Using backstepping and defining the error variable z ξ  x2,
a stabilizing state feedback-law can be found as
u  −cz− x3  kξ − 2x

− x  x2 z

, D1.10E
with c  0 a design constant. The asymptotically stable closed loop system
is (
x˙  −x  x2 z
z˙ −cz− x3. D1.11E
Suppose now that the state ξ is not measured. However it can be estimated
by the observer
˙ˆξ  −kξˆ  u, D1.12E
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with the estimation error ξ˜  ξ − ξˆ converging exponentially to zero:
˙˜ξ  −kξ˜ ; ξ˜ DtE  ξ˜ D0Ee−kt. D1.13E
By using the estimated state ξˆ in the control law D1.10E, we have the
following closed loop system8><>:
x˙  −x  x2 z x2ξ˜
z˙ −cz− x3  2x3ξ˜
˙˜ξ  −kξ˜ .
D1.14E
Consider the case of z 0, then we have
x˙  −x  x2ξ˜ , ξ˜ DtE  ξ˜ D0Ee−kt D1.15E
with solution
xDtE  xD0ED1  kEF1 k− ξ˜ D0ExD0EGet  ξ˜ D0ExD0Ee−kt D1.16E
which escapes to infinity in finite time for all initial conditions ξ˜ D0ExD0E 
1 k.
Linear systems
Consider a linear time-invariant system(
x˙  Ax  Bu
y  Cx  Du D1.17E
which is controllable and observable. For such a system the separation
principle apply for both full order and reduced order observer. The solu-
tion to the Linear Quadratic Gaussian DLQGE optimization problem is a
combination of the state-feedback controller, that is the solution to the LQ
problem, and the optimal Kalman filter.
Nonlinear systems
Feedback linearization with an observer For the output feedback
case is not possible in general to achieve a feedback linearized system,
and methods based on pseudo-linearization have been proposed F29G. The
certainty equivalence approach using estimates provided with an observer
in the linearizing feedback law have been studied and stability results have
been proven, under Lipschitz conditions on the nonlinearities F13G.
Observer backstepping In this procedure, first a nonlinear observer
is designed which provides exponentially convergent estimates of unmea-
sured states. Then, backstepping is applied to the error between the es-
timated states and the desired trajectory, instead of to the error between
the true states and the desired trajectories. At each step of the method,
observation errors are treated as disturbances to be compensated by us-
ing nonlinear damping. Observer backstepping can be used to construct
systematic design procedures applicable to nonlinear systems for which
exponential observers are available.
10
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High-gain observers and bounded control Another approach to solve
the output-feedback control problem for nonlinear systems has been pre-
sented by Atassi and Khalil F5G. It consists in a high-gain observer, that
robustly estimates the unmeasured states, and a globally bounded state-
feedback control, usually obtained by saturating a continuous state-feedback
function outside a compact region of interest, that meets the design objec-
tives. Furthermore a separation theorem is presented, that is independent
of the state-feedback design, and not only the region of attraction is shown
to be recovered, but also the performance and the trajectories of the system
under state-feedback.
1.3 Adaptive control
In a large number of practical problems there are significant variations in
disturbances, uncertainties, or model parameters; in these cases a solution
of the control problem is given by adaptive control. Intuitively, an adap-
tive controller is a controller that can modify its behavior in response to
changes in the dynamics of the process and the character of the distur-
bances. This can be made by a controller with adjustable parameters and
a mechanism for adjusting the parameters. Again for linear systems with
unknown parameters there are several well-known adaptive schemes that
solve the control problem; instead there are restricted classes of nonlinear
systems for which the design problem is solvable.
An important feature of adaptive control is its reliance on “certainty equiva-
lence” controllers. This means that a controller is first designed as if all the
plant parameters were known, and the controller parameters are calculated
as functions of the plant parameters, by solving design equations. When
the actual plant parameters are not known, the controller parameters are
either estimated directly Ddirect schemesE or computed by solving the same
design equations with plant parameter estimates Dindirect schemesE. The
resulting controller is called a certainty equivalence controller. It is not at
all obvious that a certainty equivalence controller will work in an adaptive
feedback loop and achieve stability and tracking. Hence, it is significant
that certainty equivalence controllers have been proven to be satisfactory
for adaptive control of linear system.
The following example F20G show the difficulties arising in the adaptive
control problem for nonlinear systems:
EXAMPLE 1.2
Consider the nonlinear system
x˙  u θ x2. D1.18E
A certainty equivalence control law is given by
u  −px − θˆ x2, D1.19E
which, if θˆ  θ , result in the asymptotically stable closed-loop system
x˙  −px. Since x˙ is not available for measurement, we filter D1.19E by 1s1 ,
and defining
xf 1 
1
s 1 x, xf 2 
1
s 1 x
2
, uf 
1
s 1u, D1.20E
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we can rewrite D1.19E as
x − xf 1  uf  θ xf 2 D1.21E
and replacing θ with its estimate θˆ we obtain the corresponding predicted
value of x
xˆ  xf 1  uf  θˆ xf 2 D1.22E
and the prediction error
e  x − xˆ  Dθ − θˆExf 2  θ˜ xf 1. D1.23E
A possible parameter update law for θˆ , derived to aim at a minimum of e2
is
ˆ˜θ  − ˙ˆθ  −γ x
2
f 2
1 x2f 2
θ˜ . D1.24E
It is obvious that θ˜ cannot converge to zero faster than exponentially. Let
us consider the most favorable case, where
θ˜DtE  e−γ tθ˜D0E. D1.25E
Setting p 1 and γ  1 for simplicity, the nonlinear closed-loop is
x˙  −x  θ˜ x2  −x  x2 e−tθ˜D0E, D1.26E
whose explicit solution is
xDtE  2xD0E
xD0Eθ˜D0Ee−t  F2− xD0Eθ˜D0EGet D1.27E
which escape to infinity in finite time if xD0Eθ˜D0E  2.
This example demonstrates why a traditional estimation-based design can-
not be applied to nonlinear systems, and hence, it needs faster identifiers,
which can be provided by Lyapunov-based design.
1.4 Observer-based adaptive control
Consider a plant with uncertain parameters and whose state is only par-
tially available by the measurements; for these systems a solution of the
control problem is the observer-based adaptive control, that is the combina-
tion of a time-varying controller, a state observer and a parameter tuning
mechanism. Although only for linear systems, thanks to the separation
principle, it is ensured the possibility of decomposing the problem in two
or three sub-problems, there are adaptive schemes which allow a separa-
tion of the controller, the parameter update law and the state observer also
for some classes of nonlinear systems F20G.
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Figure 1.2 Adaptive control scheme and observer-based adaptive control scheme
Adaptive observer backstepping
Krstic et al. have proposed an observer-based adaptive control scheme for
systems in output-feedback form F20G, that is(
x˙  Ax  φDyE  FT Dy, uEθ
y  eT1 x,
D1.28E
where θ is the unknown parameter vector, φDyE, FT Dy, uE are nonlinear
functions, and
e1 
 
1
0Dn−1E1
!
, A 
 
0Dn−1E1 IDn−1EDn−1E
0 01Dn−1E
!
. D1.29E
The observer design procedure involves the K-filters as follows:
define the state estimate
xˆ  ξ  ΩTθ D1.30E
obtained with
ξ˙  A0ξ  ky  φDyE D1.31E
Ω˙T  A0ΩT  FTDy, uE, D1.32E
where the vector k is chosen so that the matrix
A0  A− keT1 D1.33E
is Hurwitz. Thanks to the structure of FTDy, uE, it can be written that
y˙  ω0 ω Tθ  ε2 D1.34E
where ε2 is the second component of ε  x − xˆ, and ω0, ω T are the re-
gressors, depending on ΩT , ξ , FT Dy, uE and φDyE. As only the state x1 is
measured, the backstepping is applied to the first column of ΩT . With this
procedure asymptotic tracking and boundedness of all signals are achieved.
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High-gain observers and bounded control
Kahlil F19G has presented an output feedback adaptive control scheme, that
combine an high-gain observer with a globally bounded control, obtained by
saturating a state-feedback function outside a compact region of interest.
This is done because high-gain observers exhibit a peaking phenomenon
in their transient behaviour. The class of the considered systems is repre-
sented by the n-th order differential equation
yDnE  f0D⋅E 
pX
i1
f iD⋅Eθ i 

n0 
pX
i1
niD⋅Eθ i

uDmE D1.35E
where θ i are unknown constant parameters, ni are known constant pa-
rameters, u is the control input, y is the measured output, yDiE denotes the
i-th derivative of y, and m  n. Furthermore the functions f i are smooth
nonlinearities depending on y, yD1E, . . . , yDn−1E, u, uD1E, . . . , uDm−1E. It has been
shown that the output feedback control asymptotically recovers the region
of attraction achieved under state feedback.
H[-optimal output feedback adaptive control
Tezcan and Basar F27G have presented a systematic procedure for designing
H[ adaptive controllers for systems in the output-feedback form D1.28E.
Robust identifiers are used for both unknown parameters and unmeasured
states, together with backstepping and H[-filtering to achieve tracking
of a smooth reference trajectory. It has been shown that arbitrarily small
disturbance attenuation levels can be obtained at the expense of increased
control effort.
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2. A Reduced-Order Velocity
Observer for Rigid Link
Manipulators
The problem of estimating the velocity for robot manipulators is very rele-
vant, because very few industrial robots are equipped with tachometers for
velocity measurements of the links. A possible approach to this problem
is to numerically differentiate the position signal or using some derivative
filters; this method, known as ’dirty derivatives’ is conceptually very simple
and has been used extensively in applications. Although it can be adequate
in some cases, its performance for very low and very high frequencies is
not acceptable, and this motivates to look for an alternative method. In
this chapter we propose, following F25G, a reduced-order velocity observer
for rigid link manipulators, analyze its stability properties and show the
results of four simulations, made with Matlab/Simulink, in which the con-
sidered observer was applied to rigid link systems.
2.1 System model and properties
Model equations of a n-links robotic system can be written in matrix form
as
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  τ D2.1E
with
q positions and/or angular positions q " Rn
q˙ velocities and/or angular velocities q˙ " Rn
q¨ accelerations and/or angular accelerations q¨ " Rn
MDqE moment of inertia M " Rnn
CDq, q˙Eq˙ Coriolis, centripetal and frictional forces C " Rnn
GDqE gravitational forces G " Rnn
It is assumed that only the positions q are available for measurement.
The matrices in Eq. D2.1E have the following important properties:
PROPERTY 2.1
0  Mm  iMDqEi  MM where Mm, MM are positive constants.
PROPERTY 2.2
CDq, q˙1Eq˙2  CDq, q˙2Eq˙1
15
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PROPERTY 2.3
iCDq, q˙Ei  CMiq˙i where CM is a positive constant.
It is further assumed that the robot velocity is bounded by a known con-
stant ω max such that
iq˙DtEi  ω max, ∀t " R. D2.2E
Choosing as state vector
x 
 
x1
x2
!

 
q˙
q
!
D2.3E
we have as state representation
x˙1  M−1Dx2E

τ − CDx2, x1Ex1 − GDx2E

D2.4E
x˙2  x1 D2.5E
2.2 The velocity observer
We propose the following reduced-order observer structure
z˙  M−1Fτ − CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GDqEG − Kxˆ1 D2.6E
xˆ1  z Kq D2.7E
with xˆ1 velocity estimate, K " Rnn diagonal matrix and z " Rn internal
state of the observer.
THEOREM 2.1
Consider the observer D2.6E and D2.7E and suppose xˆ1D0E  0. If σ 
λminDKE  3CMω max/Mm, then limt0[ x˜1  0.
Proof. From D2.6E and D2.7E we can eliminate the internal state z and
write
˙ˆx1  M−1Fτ − CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GDqEG  KDx1 − xˆ1E. D2.8E
Now, subtracting D2.8E from D2.4E we obtain the following dynamics for the
observation error x˜1  x1 − xˆ1
˙˜x1  M−1F−CDq, x1Ex1  CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1G − Kx˜1
 M−1F−2CDq, x1Ex˜1  CDq, x˜1Ex˜1G − Kx˜1 D2.9E
where we used the property 2.2. Consider now the following positive defi-
nite Lyapunov function candidate
V Dx˜1E  12 x˜
T
1 x˜1, D2.10E
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2.3 Simulations
Robot
z˙ f Dq, xˆ1,τ E
xˆ1  hDz, qE
qDtEτ DtE
xˆ1DtE
Figure 2.1 The block diagram of the observer
its time derivative along the solutions of D2.9E is
V˙  x˜T1 ˙˜x1  x˜T1 M−1F−2CDq, x1Ex˜1  CDq, x˜1Ex˜1G − x˜T1 Kx˜1

 CM
Mm
D2ω max  ix˜1iE − σ

ix˜1i2 D2.11E
where we used the properties 2.1, 2.3 and assumption D2.2E. Supposing
that xˆ1D0E  0, from D2.11E we can conclude that if σ  3CMω max/Mm then
there exists a constant α  0 such that
V˙  −α
2
ix˜1i2  −α V ∀x˜1  0 D2.12E
and the desired result follows.
REMARK 2.1
Although we supposed for simplicity that xˆ1D0E  0, it is important to note
that for any given bound of the velocity ω max, we are free to choose the
observer gain K such that we can guarantee exponential convergence for
all initial values satisfying
0  ix˜1D0Ei  MmCM
σ − 2ω max. D2.13E
As this region can be increased systematically by the gain K , we have
semi-global exponential stability.
2.3 Simulations
Free pendulum
Consider a free pendulum with mass m FKgG, length l FmG, frictional con-
stant c FmKg/sG. Then the pendulum model can be written as D2.1E with
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Figure 2.2 velocity estimate for a free pendulum
M  ml2, C  c, G  mnlsinDqE and τ  0.
Simulation parameters:
K  2− Dc/ml2E, m  0.5 FKgG, l  0.5 FmG, c  0.1 FmKg/sG,
qD0E  2 FradG, q˙D0E  0 Frad/sG, xˆ1D0E  2.2 Frad/sG.
then , as shown in figure 2.2, the velocity estimate converges successfully
to the real velocity.
Two-link manipulator
Consider a two-link manipulator with masses m1, m2 FKgG, lengths l1, l2
FmG, angles q1, q2 FradG, frictional constants c1, c2 FmKg/sG; then the model
equations can be written as D2.1E with
MDqE 
 
m2l22  2m2l1l2cosDq2E  Dm1 m2El21 m2l22 m2l1l2cosDq2E
m2l22 m2l1l2cosDq2E m2l22
!
CDq, q˙E 
 
c1− 2m2l1l2sinDq2Eq˙2 −m2l1l2sinDq2Eq˙2
m2l1l2sinDq2Eq˙1 c2
!
GDqE 
 
m2l2ncosDq1  q2E  Dm1 m2El1ncosDq1E
m2l2ncosDq1  q2E
!
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Figure 2.3 two-link manipulator: joint angle trajectories
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Figure 2.4 q˙1 and q˙2 estimates for the two-link manipulator
Simulation parameters:
K  5I , m1  0.5 FKgG, m2  0.7 FKgG, l1  1 FmG,
l2  1.5 FmG, c1  0.5 FmKg/sG, c2  0.1 FmKg/sG, τ1  2 FNmG,
τ2  1 FNmG, q1D0E  q2D0E  −pi4 FradG, q˙1D0E  q˙2D0E  0 Frad/sG,
xˆ1D0E  D −4 −4 E Frad/sG.
The results are shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4.
Pendulum-on-the-coach
Consider an inverted pendulum with mass m2 FKgG, length l FmG, angle q2
FradG, frictional constant c2 FmKg/sG, connected to a sliding mass m1 FKgG
with position q1 FmG and frictional constant c1 FKg/sG. The model equations
can be written as D2.1E with
MDqE 
 
m1 m2 m2lcosDq2E
m2lcosDq2E m2l2
!
CDq, q˙E 
 
c1 −m2lsinDq2Eq˙2
0 c2
!
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Figure 2.5 Pendulum-on-the-coach: angle and position trajectories
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Figure 2.6 q˙1 and q˙2 estimates for the Pendulum-on-the-coach
GDqE 
 
0
−m2 lnsinDq2E
!
Simulation parameters:
K  5I , m1  2 FKgG, m2  0.2 FKgG, l  0.5 FmG,
c1  0.4 FKg/sG, c2  0.1 FmKg/sG, τ1  FDtE FNG, τ2  0 FNmG,
q1D0E  −1 FmG, q2D0E  1 FradG, q˙1D0E  0 Fm/sG, q˙2D0E  0 Frad/sG,
xˆ1D0E  D −5 5 E Fm/s, rad/sG.
The results are shown in figures 2.5 and 2.6.
Furuta pendulum
Consider the Furuta pendulum, that consists in a center pillar with mo-
ment of inertia J Fm2KgG, rigidly connected to a horizontal arm with length
l1 FmG and homogeneously line distributed mass m1 FKgG. The pendulum
arm with length l2 FmG and homogeneously line distributed mass m2 FKgG,
and the balancing body with point distributed mass m3. Furthermore there
are two frictional constants c1 and c2 FmKg/sG. Introducing
20
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Figure 2.7 Furuta pendulum: angles trajectories
α  J  Dm3  13 m1 m2El21, β  Dm3  13 m2El22,
γ  Dm3  12 m2El1l2, δ  Dm3  12 m2Enl2,
the model equations can be written as D2.1E with
MDqE 
 
α  βsin2Dq2E γ cosDq2E
γ cosDq2E β
!
CDq, q˙E 
 
c1  βcosDq2EsinDq2Eq˙2 βcosDq2EsinDq2Eq˙1 − γ sinDq2Eq˙2
−βcosDq2EsinDq2Eq˙1 c2
!
GDqE 
 
0
−δ sinDq2E
!
Simulation parameters:
K  5I , J  1 Fm2KgG, m1  0.4 FKgG, m2  0.1 FKgG,
m3  0.5 FKgG, l1  0.7 FmG, l2  0.5 FmG, c1  0.4 FmKg/sG,
c2  0.2 FmKg/sG, τ1  τ DtE FNmG, τ2  0 FNmG,
q1D0E  1 FradG, q2D0E  −1 FradG, q˙1D0E  q˙2D0E  0 Frad/sG,
xˆ1D0E  D −5 −5 E Frad/sG.
The results are shown in figures 2.7 and 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 q˙1 and q˙2 estimates for the Furuta pendulum
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3. On-Line Parameter
Estimation for Affine
Parametric Nonlinear
Systems
In this chapter we shall examine a linear estimation algorithm for affine
parametric nonlinear systems following the method proposed by Middle-
ton and Goodwin in F23G and simulate it for some rigid-link manipulators
with Matlab/Simulink. In particular we shall show how estimation may
be performed based solely on measurement of the state variables, and how
this method can be applied to estimate the inertial parameters of rigid
link manipulator systems, when the link accelerations are not available
for measurements.
3.1 On-line parameter estimation
Consider the following affine parametric nonlinear model(
x˙1  f0DxE  FTDx, uEθ
x˙2  x1
D3.1E
with
x1, x2 " Rn state variables
f0DxE " Rn, FTDx, uE " Rnp nonlinear functions
θ " Rp vector of unknown constant parameters
and suppose that x1 and x2 are known, but not x˙1. Let us apply the stable
filter 1s1 to the first equation of D3.1E, then we have
s
s 1 x1 
1
s 1 f0DxE 
1
s 1 F
TDx, uEθ D3.2E
Denoting the filtered versions of the known quantities x1, f0DxE and FTDx, uE
by
x1, f 
1
s 1 x1 D3.3E
f0, f DxE 
1
s 1 f0DxE D3.4E
FTf Dx, uE 
1
s 1 F
TDx, uE D3.5E
we can rewrite D3.2E as
x1  f0, f DxE  FTf Dx, uEθ  x1, f D3.6E
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s1
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1
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f0DxE
x1DtE x1, f DtE
FTf Dx, uE
f0, f DxE
θˆ DtE
˙ˆθ DtE
h
xˆ1DtE
D⋅ET
Figure 3.1 the block diagram of the estimator
If instead of the unknown θ we use its estimate θˆ , the corresponding pre-
dicted value of x1 is
xˆ1  f0, f DxE  FTf Dx, uEθˆ  x1, f D3.7E
and the prediction error e is related to the estimation error θ˜  θ − θˆ as
follows:
e  x1 − xˆ1  x˜1  FTf Dx, uEθ˜ D3.8E
We propose the following unnormalized gradient-type estimation algorithm:
˙ˆθ  hFf Dx, uEe D3.9E
with h positive constant
The following lemma establishes some of the properties of the above esti-
mator.
LEMMA 3.1
The estimator D3.9E applied to the system D3.8E, yields the following prop-
erties:
1E θ˜ is bounded.
2E If rank

Ff Dx, uEFTf Dx, uE

 p, then limt0[ θ˜  0.
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Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function
V Dθ˜E  1
2
θ˜ Tθ˜ D3.10E
using D3.9E and D3.8E we can show that
V˙  −hθ˜ T Ff Dx, uEFTf Dx, uEθ˜ D3.11E
V˙ is negative definite whenever rank

Ff Dx, uEFTf Dx, uE

 p, otherwise is
negative semidefinite, then the desired results follow.
3.2 Simulations
In this section we use the previous algorithm to estimate the inertial pa-
rameters of rigid-link manipulators. Although these systems are not in the
form D3.1E, it is possible to reorder the robot equation
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  τ D3.12E
as
τ  ϕ Dq¨, q˙, qEθ ϕ0Dq¨, q˙, qE D3.13E
and after the filtering with 1s1 we have
τ f  ϕ f Dq˙, qEθ ϕ0, f Dq˙, qE D3.14E
where ϕ f  1s1ϕ and ϕ0, f  1s1ϕ0 are not affected by q¨. Replacing θ with
its estimate θˆ we have
τˆ f  ϕ f Dq˙, qEθˆ ϕ0, f Dq˙, qE D3.15E
and
e τ f − τˆ f  ϕ f Dq˙, qEθ˜ D3.16E
so we can use the algorithm D3.9E.
Pendulum
Consider a pendulum with mass m FKgG, length l FmG. Then the pendulum
model can be written as D3.12E with M  ml2, G  mnlsinDqE.
Simulation 1 We consider the mass as unknown and piecewise constant
parameter, then we can write the pendulum equation as D3.13E with ϕ0  0
and ϕ  l2 q¨ nlsinDqE.
Simulation parameters:
qD0E  1 FradG, q˙D0E  0 Frad/sG, mˆD0E  1 FKgG,
l  1.5 FmG, h  10.
Results in figure D3.2E show good tracking properties.
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Figure 3.2 estimation of the mass for the pendulum
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Figure 3.3 estimation of ml2 and ml for the pendulum
Simulation 2 Now we consider unknown both the mass and the length
of the pendulum and, choosing θ 
 
ml2
ml
!
, we can write the pendulum
equation as D3.13E with ϕ0  0 and ϕ 

q¨ nsinDqE

.
Simulation parameters:
qD0E  0 FradG, q˙D0E  0 Frad/sG, θˆ1D0E  4.5 Fm2KgG,
θˆ2D0E  2 FmKgG, h  100.
Results in figure D3.3E show that the estimates converge again to the true
values, although this property is not guaranteed anymore, because in this
case rank

Ff Dx, uEFTf Dx, uE

 p.
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4. A Reduced-Order
Adaptive Velocity
Observer for Robot
Manipulators
Adaptive observers can be used together with adaptive controllers to build
observer-based adaptive control schemes; in F9G a combination of an adap-
tive control law with a sliding state observer is proposed, resulting in
an asymptotically stable closed-loop system. However, a drawback of this
method is that the switching could still excite unmodeled high frequency
dynamics. In order to avoid this problem, in this chapter we want to extend
the reduced-order velocity observer proposed in chapter 2 for adaptation,
following the method shown by Erlic and Lu in F12G; the result is that the
signal produced by the observer is smooth and the excitation of unmodeled
high frequency dynamics is less likely.
4.1 System model and properties
Let us remind the robot equation D2.1E
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  τ D4.1E
It is assumed that only the positions q are available for measurement and
that some parameters of the matrices in D4.1E are unknown but constant.
The matrices in D4.1E, in addition to 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, have the following
two properties:
PROPERTY 4.1
MDqE − 2CDq, q˙E is skew symmetric.
PROPERTY 4.2
MDqEψ  CDq, ξ Eξ  GDqE  ϕ0Dq, ξ ,ψ E ϕ Dq, ξ ,ψ Eθ
where ξ ,ψ " Rn and θ " Rp is the unknown parameter vector.
Furthermore the bounded velocity assumption D2.2E still holds. As in chap-
ter 2, we define the state vector as
x 
 
x1
x2
!

 
q˙
q
!
D4.2E
then, from Eq. D4.1E we can write
x˙1  M−1Dx2E

τ − CDx2, x1Ex1 − GDx2E

D4.3E
x˙2  x1 D4.4E
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4.2 The reduced-order adaptive observer
4.2 The reduced-order adaptive observer
Consider a reduced-order adaptive observer for estimating the angular ve-
locity and the unknown parameter vector, when the angle is measurable.
The observer equation is given by
˙ˆx1  ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  Kx˜1 D4.5E
ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  MˆDqE−1

τ − CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GˆDqE

D4.6E
where xˆ1 is the velocity estimate, x˜1  x1 − xˆ1 is the observation error,
K  0 is a diagonal gain matrix. The estimated parameters used in D4.5E
and D4.6E are obtained with the following adaptation law:
˙ˆθ  −Γϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1 D4.7E
where ϕ TDq, xˆ1,ψ E is the regressor determined by property 4.2 and Γ  0
is a diagonal gain matrix.
4.3 Stability of the observer
The following theorem establish the stability properties for the above ob-
server:
THEOREM 4.1
Consider the observer D4.5E and D4.6E with the adaptation law D4.7E. Define
σ  λminDK MDqE  MDqEKE/2, D4.8E
the initial estimation error as
eD0E 

x˜T1 D0E θ˜ TD0E
T
D4.9E
and
pl  λminDPE, pu  λmaxDPE D4.10E
with P  diag
n
MDqE Γ−1
o
. If
σ  CMω max  β D4.11E
where CM is given in property 2.3, β  0 is a fixed constant, and the initial
estimation error eD0E belongs to the ball Be, defined by
Be 

eD0E " Rnp : ieD0Ei 
r
pl
pu
 1
CM
Dσ − βE −ω max

D4.12E
then
lim
t0[ x˜1  0 D4.13E
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4.3 Stability of the observer
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function
V DeDtEE  1
2
eTDtEPeDtE, D4.14E
where
eDtE 

x˜T1 DtE θ˜ TDtE

D4.15E
it follows that
1
2
plieDtEi2  V DeDtEE 
1
2
puieDtEi2. D4.16E
The time derivative of V DeDtEE along trajectories of x˜1 and θ˜ is
V˙  x˜T1 MDqE ˙˜x1 
1
2
x˜T1 M˙DqEx˜1  θ˜ T Γ−1 ˙˜θ . D4.17E
Subtracting D4.5E from D4.3E, we have
MDqE ˙˜x1  −CDq, x1Ex1  CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − MDqEKx˜1 − Θ D4.18E
where
Θ 

MDqEψ  CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1  GDqE

−

MˆDqEψ  CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1  GˆDqE

D4.19E
By applying property 4.2, we have
Θ  ϕ0Dq, xˆ1,ψ E ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ −ϕ0Dq, xˆ1,ψ E −ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθˆ
 ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ D4.20E
and D4.18E becomes
MDqE ˙˜x1  −CDq, x1Ex1  CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − MDqEKx˜1 −ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ . D4.21E
Now, substituting D4.21E into D4.17E and using property 2.2, we have
V˙  −x˜T1

MDqEK  CDq, x1E − CDq, x˜1E

x˜1  x˜T1
1
2
M˙DqE − CDq, x1E

x˜1
 θ˜ T

− Γ−1 ˙ˆθ −ϕ TDq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1

D4.22E
which in conjunction with D4.7E, properties 2.1, 2.3 and 4.1, and assumption
D2.2E, gives
V˙  −Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2. D4.23E
Hence V˙  −βix˜1i2 if
σ  CMω max  CMix˜1i  β. D4.24E
Since iei  ix˜1i, D4.24E holds if
iei  1
CM
Dσ − βE −ω max. D4.25E
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4.4 An implementable approximation of the observer
From D4.23E, D4.25E and D4.16E, if follows that if
ieD0Ei 
r
pl
pu
 1
CM
Dσ − βE −ω max

D4.26E
then
V˙  −βix˜1DtEi2 ∀t  0 D4.27E
and the desired result follows.
The main assumption made in Theorem 4.1 is that joint velocities are
bounded and the bound is known. Although this assumption could appear
to be quite restrictive, the result of Theorem 4.1 can be interpreted as a
quantitative relation of the region of attraction to the magnitude of joint
velocity. Furthermore, this assumption can be eliminated when the pro-
posed observer is combined with an adaptive controller in a feedback loop
for robot motion control. Finally, Theorem 4.1 also quantifies the relation
of the observer gain K to the region of attraction, indicating how the gain
matrix K is selected to make the observer work for a given eD0E.
REMARK 4.1
It is important to note that the observer D4.5E, D4.6E, D4.7E is not imple-
mentable in case the velocity measurements are not available. This is be-
cause D4.5E and D4.7E involve the use of x˜1  x − xˆ1.
4.4 An implementable approximation of the
observer
Integrating D4.5E and D4.7E over the time interval Ft0, tG and using the esti-
mated initial conditions xˆ1Dt0E and θˆDt0E we obtain
xˆ1DtE  f DtE 
Z t
t0
Fψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE − Kxˆ1Gdt D4.28E
where
f DtE  xˆ1Dt0E  K FqDtE − qDt0EG D4.29E
is known, and
θˆDtE  θˆDt0E − Γ
Z t
t0
ϕ TDq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1dt. D4.30E
Using x˜1  x − xˆ1 with x  dq/dt, D4.30E becomes
θˆDtE  θˆDt0E − Γ
Z qDtE
qDt0E
ϕ TDq, xˆ1,ψ Edq Γ
Z t
t0
ϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Exˆ1dt. D4.31E
The system of integral D4.28E and D4.31E, together with initial conditions
xˆ1Dt0E and θˆDt0E, provides an equivalent version of the adaptive observer
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D4.5E and D4.7E, but is also not implementable since the evaluation of θˆDtE
in D4.31E involves the differentiation of the joint position qDtE.
From D4.28E and D4.31E, it follows that for an arbitrary fixed time interval
∆  0, we have
xˆ1DtE  xˆ1Dt− ∆E  K FqDtE − qDt− ∆EG 
Z t
t−∆
Fψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE − Kxˆ1GdtD4.32E
and
θˆDtE  θˆDt− ∆E − Γ
Z qDtE
qDt−∆E
ϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Edq Γ
Z t
t−∆
ϕ TDq, xˆ1,ψ Exˆ1dt. D4.33E
Assuming that ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE, ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ E and qDtE are continuous time func-
tions and that ∆ is sufficiently small, D4.32E and D4.33E suggest a discrete
implementation of the proposed observer as follows
xˆ1DiE  DI − ∆ KExˆ1Di− 1E  ∆ψ Di− 1E  K FqDiE − qDi− 1EG D4.34E
θˆDiE  θˆDi− 1E  Γϕ T Di− 1EF∆ xˆ1Di− 1E − qDiE  qDi− 1EG. D4.35E
REMARK 4.2
Although D4.34E and D4.35E are only an approximation of the proposed ob-
server D4.28E and D4.31E, anyway they are implementable and approach
to D4.28E and D4.31E as ∆ approaches to zero. Therefore D4.34E and D4.35E
stand for a good representative of the observer if the sampling interval ∆
is sufficiently small.
4.5 Passivity
Consider the observation error system
MDqE ˙˜x1 

− 2CDq, x1E  CDq, x˜1E − MDqEK

x˜1
− ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ D4.36E
˙˜θ  Γϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1 D4.37E
obtained from D4.1E, D4.5E and by using property 2.2. This system has an
important passivity property. We can write
d
dt
1
2
x˜T1 MDqEx˜1

 x˜T1

− 2CDq, x1E  CDq, x˜1E − MDqEK

x˜1
 1
2
x˜T1 M˙DqEx˜1 − x˜T1 ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ D4.38E
and, following the proof or Theorem 4.1, we have
d
dt
1
2
x˜T1 MDqEx˜1

 −Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2
− x˜T1 ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ . D4.39E
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4.6 The problem of the ill-conditioning of MˆDqE
θ˜ −ϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1
MDqE ˙˜x1  D−2CDq, x1E  CDq, x˜1E − MDqEKEx˜1
−ϕDq, xˆ1 ,ψ Eθ˜
Γ
s
Figure 4.1 The resulting negative feedback connection for the observation error
system
By integrating D4.39E over F0, tG, we getZ t
0
D−ϕ DsET x˜1DsEETθ˜DsEds  12 x˜
T
1 DtEMDtEx˜DtE −
1
2
x˜T1 D0EMD0Ex˜D0E

Z t
0
Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1DsEiEix˜1DsEi2ds. D4.40E
If the condition
σ  CMω max  CMix˜1i D4.41E
is fulfilled, D4.40E implies that the system
MDqE ˙˜x1 

− 2CDq, x1E  CDq, x˜1E − MDqEK

x˜1
− ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ D4.42E
is strictly passive with θ˜ as its input, −ϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1 as its output, V Dx˜1E 
1
2 x˜
T
1 MDqEx˜1 as the storage function, and
ξ Dx˜1E  Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2 D4.43E
as the dissipation rate. Furthermore, the integrator system
−θ˜  −Γ
s
ϕ TDq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1 D4.44E
is passive from −ϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1 to −θ˜ . Hence, the observation error system
represents a negative feedback connection of the strictly passive system
D4.42E with the passive system D4.44E, as shown in figure 4.1.
4.6 The problem of the ill-conditioning of MˆDqE
As ˙ˆx1 contains the term MˆDqE, a problem in the continuity of the velocity
estimation could arise if the adaptation of θˆ causes an ill-conditioned MˆDqE.
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One way to avoid this is to restrict the estimated parameters to lie in a
fixed compact region about the true parameters. If the parameter estimate
leaves this fixed region, the estimation algorithm should be designed to
reset θˆ to the boundary of the region. In order to do this, according to
F11G, we modify the update law for the parameter vector θ with the reset
conditions (
θˆ iDtE  li, if θˆ iDtE  li − µ
θˆ iDtE  hi, if θˆ iDtE  hi  µ
D4.45E
where we know that the actual value θ i lies between li and hi, the lower
and the upper bound, respectively, and µ  0 is chosen such that MˆDqE
remains positive definite. Now we can write the value of the Lyapunov
function before and after the reset of θ i to its lower bound, for instance, at
time t j as
V Dt jE  x˜T1 MDqEx˜1 
pX
k1
ki
1
γ k
θ˜ 2k 
1
γ i
Dθ i − li  µE2 D4.46E
V Dtj E  x˜T1 MDqEx˜1 
pX
k1
ki
1
γ k
θ˜ 2k 
1
γ i
Dθ i − liE2, D4.47E
where Γ  diagFγ 1, . . . , γ pG. Therefore the change in V due to the resetting
of θˆ i at time t j is
−ε j  V Dtj E − V Dt jE  −D2Dθ i − liE − µE
µ
γ i
D4.48E
where ε j  0. With this addition of parameter resetting, D4.23E becomes
V˙  −Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2 −
rX
j
δ Dt− t jEε j , D4.49E
where r resets take place and δ D⋅E is the unit impulse function. Hence, the
parameter resetting maintains the nonpositiveness of V˙ , and the system
goes on being semiglobally asymptotically stable with respect to the velocity
error and stable with respect to the unknown parameters.
4.7 Robustness to bounded disturbances
Consider the robot equation
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  τ , D4.50E
and suppose that the angle q only is available for measurement.
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Force disturbances and modeling error
Let us first consider the case of a disturbance vector ν added to the equation
D4.50E as
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  τ ν , D4.51E
where νDtE is completely unknown but is upper bounded by
iνDtEi  ν max. D4.52E
The vector ν can be interpreted as an external force disturbance or a mod-
eling error, or both of them. Consider the adaptive observer D4.5E, D4.6E and
D4.7E; choosing as Lyapunov function
V Dx˜1, θ˜E  x˜T1 MDqEx˜1  θ˜ T Γ−1θ˜ , D4.53E
and following the proof of theorem D4.1E, we obtain
V˙  −Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2  x˜T1 ν . D4.54E
that is less than zero when
Dσ − CMω maxE2  4ν max D4.55E
and
σ − CMω max −
p
Dσ − CMω maxE2 − 4ν max
2
 ix˜1i
 σ − CMω max 
p
Dσ − CMω maxE2 − 4ν max
2
D4.56E
This result means that the disturbance ν can actually destabilize the sys-
tem, because if the condition D4.55E is not fulfilled, boundedness of x˜1 and
θ˜ is not guaranteed. On the other hand, if σ is chosen such that D4.55E is
fulfilled, and the initial estimation error is sufficiently small, we have an
upper bound for x˜1, that is
ix˜1i  σ − CMω max −
p
Dσ − CMω maxE2 − 4ν max
2
D4.57E
and this upper bound can be made arbitrarily small increasing σ , as
lim
σ0[
σ − CMω max −
p
Dσ − CMω maxE2 − 4ν max
2
 0. D4.58E
Note that the above analysis does not guarantee that θ˜ remains bounded.
However, with the resetting rules seen in the previous section, we are
assured that the estimates will remain bounded at all times.
Measurement disturbances
If a bounded disturbance vector w is added to the measurement, we have
MDqwEq¨ CDqw, q˙Eq˙ GDq wE  τ D4.59E
where the the matrices M , C, G are nonlinear in w. If w is sufficiently
small, we can assume M , C, G linear in w and the left side of D4.59E can be
rewritten as
MDqwEq¨ CDqw, q˙Eq˙ GDq wE
 MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  hDq, q˙, q¨Ew. D4.60E
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EXAMPLE 4.1
Consider a two-link manipulator that is described by D4.50E with
MDqE 
 
m2l22  2m2l1l2c2  Dm1 m2El21 m2l22 m2l1l2c2
m2l22 m2l1l2c2 m2l22
!
D4.61E
CDq, q˙E 
 
−2m2l1l2s2 q˙2 −m2l1l2s2q˙2
m2l1l2s2q˙1 0
!
D4.62E
GDqE 
 
m2l2nc12 Dm1 m2El1nc1
m2l2nc12
!
D4.63E
with the short notation c2  cosDq2E, c12  cosDq1  q2E, etc.
Using the formulas
cosDα  βE  cosDα EcosDβE − sinDα EsinDβE D4.64E
sinDα  βE  sinDα EcosDβE  cosDα EsinDβE D4.65E
and the assumption that w is sufficiently small, we can write
cosDwE  1, sinDwE  w D4.66E
and
cosDqi  wiE  cosDqiE −wi sinDqiE Di  1, 2E D4.67E
sinDqi  wiE  sinDqiE  wi cosDqiE Di  1, 2E D4.68E
cosDq1  q2  w1 w2E  cosDq1  q2E − Dw1  w2EsinDq1  q2ED4.69E
Hence, the system can be rewritten as D4.60E with
hDq, q˙, q¨E 
0BBBB@
−m2l2ns12 −m2 l1l2D2s2q¨1  s2q¨2
−Dm1 m2El1ns1 2c2q˙1 q˙2  c2q˙22E −m2l2ns12
−m2l2ns12 −m2 l1l2Ds2 q¨1 − c2q˙22E −m2l2ns12
1CCCCA
LEMMA 4.1
Consider the system
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  hDq, q˙, q¨Ew  τ D4.70E
with the adaptive observer Dx1  q˙E
˙ˆx1  ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  Kx˜1 D4.71E
ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  MˆDqE−1

τ − CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GˆDqE

D4.72E
˙ˆθ  −Γϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1. D4.73E
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Using the definitions in theorem D4.1E, if
σ  CMω max  CMix˜1i, D4.74E
then a strictly passive mapping exists from w to −hTDq, q˙, q¨Ex˜1 with
V Dx˜1, θ˜E  12

x˜T1 MDqEx˜1  θ˜ T Γ−1θ˜

D4.75E
as the storage function and
ξ Dx˜1E  Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2 D4.76E
as the dissipation rate.
Proof. Following the same method of theorem D4.1E we can write
V˙  −Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1iEix˜1i2 − DhTDq, q˙, q¨Ex˜1ETw D4.77E
and by integrating D4.77E over F0, tG, and using the definition of strictly
passive mapping, the desired result follows.
4.8 Simulation Results
In this section we will show the results of a simulation, made with Mat-
lab/Simulink, in which the above adaptive observer is applied to a pendu-
lum. Consider a free pendulum with mass m FKgG unknown and length l
FmG; then the pendulum model can be written as D4.1Ewith M  ml2, C  0,
G  mnlsinDqE and τ  τ DtE. For the implementation of the observer we
have θ  m,
ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  τθˆ l2 −
n
l
sinDqE,
and
ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ E  τθˆ .
Simulation parameters:
K  20, m  1 FKgG, l  1.5 FmG, Γ  10, θˆD0E  0.1 FKgG,
qD0E  0 FradG, x1D0E  q˙D0E  −1 Frad/sG,
xˆ1D0E  0 Frad/sG, ∆  10 FmsG.
As shown in figure 4.2, the velocity estimate converges successfully to the
real velocity.
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Figure 4.2 Velocity and parameter estimates for the pendulum
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Figure 4.3 Long-term parameter estimate for the pendulum
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5. Output Feedback
Adaptive Control of Robot
Manipulators Using
Observer Backstepping
In this chapter we shall show how the problem of observer-based adaptive
control for robot manipulators can be solved using an observer backstep-
ping method. This procedure allows the adaptive observer to be designed
independently from a state-feedback controller, that uses damping terms
to compensate the presence of the estimation error in the tracking error
dynamics. As the adaptive observer design problem has been solved in the
previous chapter, in this one we shall use those results in combination
with a state-feedback controller. The idea of backstepping is to design a
controller recursively by considering some of the state variables as “vir-
tual controls” and designing for them intermediate control laws. This ap-
proach is more flexible than feedback linearization design and do not force
the designed system to appear linear. It can avoid cancellations of useful
nonlinearities and often introduces additional nonlinear terms to improve
transient performance F20G.
5.1 Observer Backstepping
Consider the robot equation D2.1E, and suppose that the estimates of the
unmeasured velocity x1 and the unknown parameters θ are given by the
adaptive observer D4.5E, D4.6E and D4.7E. Define a smooth reference trajec-
tory qd satisfying
q¨d, q˙d, qd " L[. D5.1E
and the first error variable z1  q− qd. We have
z˙1  x1 − q˙d. D5.2E
The main idea of backstepping is to choose one of the state variables as
virtual control. It turns out that
ξ1  xˆ1  z2  α 1 D5.3E
is an excellent choice for the virtual control. ξ1 is defined as the sum of
the next error variable z2, and α 1 which can be interpreted as a stabilizing
function. Hence
z˙1  z2 α 1  x˜1 − q˙d. D5.4E
We choose the following stabilizing function
α 1  −C1z1 − D1z1  q˙d D5.5E
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where C1 " Rnn is a strictly positive constant feedback design matrix,
usually diagonal, and D1 " Rnn is a positive diagonal damping matrix
defined as
D1  diagFd1, . . . , dnG D5.6E
where di  0 Di  1, . . . , nE. The damping term −D1z1 has been added
because x˜1 in D5.2E can be treated as a disturbance term to be compensated.
Then we can write
z˙1  −

C1  D1

z1  z2  x˜1. D5.7E
The next step is to specify the desired dynamics of z2; from D5.3E, we have
z˙2  ξ˙1 − α˙ 1
 ˙ˆx1 

C1  D1

z˙1 − q¨d
 −

C1  D1
2
z1 

C1  D1

Dz2  x˜1E
− q¨d  MˆDqE−1

τ − CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GˆDqE

 Kx˜1 . D5.8E
Now we choose the control law as follows
τ  −MˆDqE
h
−

C1  D1
2
z1 

C1  D1

z2 − q¨d  C2z2  D2z2  z1
i
 CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1  GˆDqE, D5.9E
where C2 " Rnn is a strictly positive constant feedback design matrix,
usually diagonal. Substituting D5.9E into D5.8E, we have
z˙2  −C2z2 − D2z2 − z1  Ω x˜1 D5.10E
where
Ω 

C1  D1

 K . D5.11E
The damping matrix D2 " Rnn is defined in terms of the rows of Ω as
D2  diagFdn1ω T1 ω1, . . . , d2nω Tn ω nG D5.12E
where ΩT  Fω1, . . . ,ω nG and di  0 Di  n 1, . . . , 2nE.
5.2 Stability Analysis of the Closed-Loop System
From D5.7E, D5.10E and D4.21E, we can write the error dynamics as
z˙  −(Cz Dz  EEz Wx˜1 D5.13E
MDqE ˙˜x1  −CDq, x1Ex1  CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − MDqEKx˜1
− ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ Eθ˜ D5.14E
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5.2 Stability Analysis of the Closed-Loop System
where
z 
"
z1
z2
#
, Cz 
"
C1 0
0 C2
#
, Dz 
"
D1 0
0 D2
#
D5.15E
E 
"
0 I
−I 0
#
, W 
"
I
Ω
#
. D5.16E
Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
V Dz, x˜1, θ˜E  12

zT z x˜T1 MDqEx˜1  θ˜ T Γ−1θ˜

D5.17E
its time derivative along the solutions of D5.13E and D5.14E is
V˙  −zT Czz− zT Dzz zT Wx˜1 − x˜T1

MDqEK  CDq, x1E − CDq, x˜1E

x˜1
 x˜T1
1
2
M˙DqE − CDq, x1E

x˜1 − θ˜ T

ϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1  Γ−1 ˙ˆθ

D5.18E
where we have used the fact that zT Ez 0, and property 2.2. Now, using
D4.7E, property 4.1 and adding the zero term
1
4

x˜T1 Px˜1 − x˜T1 Px˜1

 0 D5.19E
D5.18E becomes
V˙  −zT Czz− zT Dzz zT Wx˜1 − 14 x˜
T
1 Px˜1
− x˜T1

MDqEK  CDq, x1E − CDq, x˜1E − 14 P

x˜1. D5.20E
Defining the matrix P as
P  pI D5.21E
where
p 
6X
i1
1
di
D5.22E
we have
−zT Dzz zT Wx˜1 − 14 x˜
T
1 Px˜1  0. D5.23E
Actually, consider the left side of D5.23E, which can be expanded as
− zT Dzz zT Wx˜1 − 14 x˜
T
1 Px˜1 
 −zT1 D1z1 − zT2 D2z2  zT1 x˜1  zT2 Ω x˜1 −
p
4
x˜T1 x˜1. D5.24E
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Using definitions D5.6E, D5.11E, and D5.12E together with z1  F z¯1, z¯2, z¯3GT
and z2  F z¯4, z¯5, z¯6GT , D5.24E can be rewritten as follows
− zT Dzz zT Wx˜1 − 14 x˜
T
1 Px˜1
 −
3X
i1

di

z¯i − 12di
x˜1
T
z¯i − 12di
x˜1

 di3

z¯i3ω i3 − 12di3 x˜1
T
z¯i3ω i3 − 12di3 x˜1

 0 D5.25E
because all the quadratic terms in D5.25E are less than or equal to zero.
Hence we can write
V˙  −zT Czz− x˜T1

MDqEK  CDq, x1E − CDq, x˜1E − 14 P

x˜1 D5.26E
and using properties 2.1, 2.3, and assumption D2.2E, we have
V˙  −zT Czz− Dσ − CMω max − CMix˜1i − 14 pEix˜1i
2
, D5.27E
where σ  λminDK MDqE  MDqEKE/2.
Hence V˙  0 if
σ  CMω max  CMix˜1i  14 p. D5.28E
As the region of attraction can be arbitrarily increased by the gain K, we
have semi-global exponential stability.
REMARK 5.1
Using again D4.34E and D4.35E for the implementation of the adaptive ob-
server, the implementation of controller D5.9E involves simply the calcula-
tion of τ DtE at time instant t  i∆.
5.3 A Simulated Example
We consider the two-link example from chapter 2, with masses m1, m2 FKgG,
lengths l1, l2 FmG, angles q1, q2 FradG, and torquesτ1,τ2 FNmG. The end-effector
load m2 is assumed to be unknown but constant. The equations are
MDqEq¨ CDq, q˙Eq˙ GDqE  τ , θ  m2 D5.29E
MDqE 
 
m2l22  2m2l1l2c2  Dm1 m2El21 m2l22 m2l1l2c2
m2l22 m2l1l2c2 m2l22
!
D5.30E
CDq, q˙E 
 
−2m2l1l2s2 q˙2 −m2l1l2s2q˙2
m2l1l2s2q˙1 0
!
D5.31E
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Control law:
τ  −MˆDqE
h
−

C1  D1
2
z1 

C1  D1

z2 − q¨d  C2z2  D2z2  z1
i
CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1  GˆDqE
z1  q− qd
z2  xˆ1 − α 1
Stabilizing function:
α 1  −C1z1 − D1z1  q˙d
Observer:
˙ˆx1 ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  Kx˜1
ψ Dq, xˆ1,τ , θˆE  MˆDqE−1

τ − CˆDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GˆDqE

˙ˆθ  −Γϕ T Dq, xˆ1,ψ Ex˜1
Damping:
Ω 

C1  D1

 K
ΩT  Fω1, . . . ,ω nG
D1  diagFd1, . . . , dnG
D2  diagFdn1ω T1 ω1, . . . , d2nω Tn ω nG
Design matrices and constants:
K positive definite
σ  λminDK MDqE  MDqEKE/2
σ  CMω max  CMix˜1i  14 p
C1 strictly positive
C2 strictly positive
di  0 Di  1, . . . , 2nE
Table 5.1 Observer backstepping: summary
GDqE 
 
m2l2nc12 Dm1 m2El1nc1
m2l2nc12
!
D5.32E
with the short notation c2  cosDq2E, c12  cosDq1  q2E, etc. The model
parameters are m1  1 FKgG, m2  1.5 FKgG, l1  1 FmG, l2  1 FmG.
Furthermore the regressor associated with the unknown parameter m2 is
ϕ Dq, q˙, q¨E 
0BBBB@
Dl22  2l1l2c2  l21Eq¨1  Dl22  l1l2c2Eq¨2
−D2l1l2s2 q˙1 q˙2  l1l2s2 q˙22E  Dl2nc12 l1nc1E
Dl22  l1l2c2Eq¨1  l22 q¨2  l1l2s2q˙21  l2nc12
1CCCCA D5.33E
The velocity estimate provided by the reduced-order adaptive observer
at the ith time instant is calculated with
xˆ1DiE  DI − ∆ KExˆ1Di− 1E  ∆ψ Di− 1E  K FqDiE − qDi− 1EG D5.34E
θˆDiE  θˆDi− 1E  Γϕ T Di− 1EF∆ xˆ1Di− 1E − qDiE  qDi− 1EG. D5.35E
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Figure 5.1 Simulation results for the first link
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Figure 5.2 Simulation results for the second link
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Figure 5.3 Parameter estimate
where
ψ Di− 1E  MˆDqDi− 1EE−1

τ Di− 1E − CˆDqDi− 1E, xˆ1Di− 1EExˆ1Di− 1E
− GˆDqDi− 1E

D5.36E
MˆDqE 
 
θˆ l22  2θˆ l1l2c2  Dm1  θˆEl21 θˆ l22  θˆ l1l2c2
θˆ l22  θˆ l1l2c2 m2l22
!
D5.37E
CˆDq, xˆ1E 
 
−2θˆ l1l2s2 xˆ12 −θˆ l1l2s2xˆ12
θˆ l1l2s2xˆ11 0
!
D5.38E
GˆDqE 
 
θˆ l2nc12 Dm1  θˆEl1nc1
θˆ l2nc12
!
D5.39E
x1 
 
x11
x12
!
, ψ 
 
ψ 1
ψ 2
!
D5.40E
ϕ Dq, xˆ1,ψ E 
0BBBB@
Dl22  2l1l2c2  l21Eψ 1  Dl22  l1l2c2Eψ 2
−D2l1l2s2 xˆ11 xˆ12  l1l2s2 xˆ212E  Dl2nc12 l1nc1E
Dl22  l1l2c2Eψ 1  l22ψ 2  l1l2s2 xˆ211  l2nc12
1CCCCA D5.41E
The reference signals q¨d, q˙d, qd are obtained with a third-order filter with
poles in −a, that is
FDsE  a
3
Ds aE3 . D5.42E
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5.3 A Simulated Example
Furthermore the observer-controller parameters and the initial conditions
are
K  5I , ∆  0.01 FsG, Γ  0.1, a  2, di  1 Di  1, . . . , 4E
C1  2I , C2  2I , qD0E  M0, 0N FradG, q˙D0E  M0, 0N Frad/sG
xˆ1D0E  M1, 1N Frad/sG, θˆD0E  0.7 FKgG.
Results in figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show a good behaviour of the proposed
adaptive observer-controller, even if the input torques have high peaks in
the very first seconds, due to the initial velocity estimation error.
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6. Experiment: Furuta
Pendulum
In this chapter we will show the results of some experiments made by
applying the algorithms presented in the previous chapters to the Furuta
pendulum. In the first three experiments the objective was to make the
pendulum angle track a desired reference signal, and at the same time the
arm velocity remained bounded, but without any constraints for the arm
angle. In the fourth experiment we stabilized the pendulum in the upright
position. The angular velocities were supposed unknown, even if analog
velocity signals obtained by differentiation were available for the pendu-
lum. In the first experiment we used the velocity observer shown in the
chapter 2 together with the backstepping controller of the previous chapter.
The resulting scheme was an observer-based control without adaptation.
The second, the third and the fourth experiments were made by using the
adaptive velocity observer of chapter 4 with the same controller, to estimate
the Coulomb friction parameter in the second and fourth experiments, and
both the Coulomb friction parameter and an inertial parameter in the third
one. The position measurements were affected by a quantization noise of
0.001 rad for the θ -angle and 0.01 rad for the φ-angle. The reference signals
θ d, θ˙ d, θ¨ d were obtained by using the filter D5.42E. Furthermore, we used
the Simulink Real-Time Workshop as interface to the pendulum, with the
Euler solver and a fixed step size Fs  7.5 FmsG. As the algorithms imple-
mented in Simulink was too slow, we decided to use the Dymola/Modelica
environment for the implementation of the observer-controllers, and im-
ported them in Simulink as shown in Appendix A, with a big improvement
in the algorithm velocity.
6.1 The Furuta pendulum
As shown in chapter 2, we can write the equations of motions for the Furuta
pendulum as
Dα  βsin2θEφ¨  γ cosθθ¨  2βcosθsinθφ˙θ˙ − γ sinθθ˙ 2  τ D6.1E
γ cosθφ¨  βθ¨ − βcosθsinθφ˙2 − δ sinθ  0 D6.2E
Equations D6.1E and D6.2E can be written in matrix form as as D2.1E with
q 
 
φ
θ
!
, MDqE 
 
α  βsin2θ γ cosθ
γ cosθ β
!
CDq, q˙E 
 
βcosθsinθθ˙ βcosθsinθφ˙ − γ sinθθ˙
−βcosθsinθφ˙ 0
!
GDqE 
 
0
−δ sinθ
!
.
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6.2 Experiment I
x
y
z
u
ϕ
θ
Figure 6.1 A schematic picture of the Furuta pendulum
Furthermore the external torques τ can be divided into a driving torque
and dissipation terms as
τ  τu − τ F. D6.3E
For all the experiments we used the simple Coulomb friction model,
that is
τ F  τ Csgnφ˙ D6.4E
The numeric values for the parameters, taken from F4G, are
α  0.00354, β  0.00384
γ  0.00258, δ  0.103.
6.2 Experiment I
In first Experiment we used the continuous-time velocity observer of chap-
ter 2 and the observer backstepping controller of the previous chapter, to
build a continuous-time output-feedback control scheme without any adap-
tation law. We considered
z1  θ − θ d D6.5E
z2  xˆ12 − θ˙ d  c1z1  d1z1 D6.6E
as tracking errors, with c1, d1 positive constants and x1  q˙  Dx11, x12ET .
By applying the observer backstepping procedure shown in chapter 5 to
these variables we had
z˙1  z2 − c1z1 − d1z1  x˜12 D6.7E
x˙2  ˙ˆx12  Dc1 d1Ez˙1 − θ¨ d
 F0, 1G

M−1DqE

F1, 0GTτ − CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GDqE

 Kx˜1

 Dc1  d1E
(
z2 − c1z1 − d1z1  x˜1
− θ¨ d D6.8E
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6.3 Experiment II
and the resulting control law
τu  τ Csgnxˆ11  1M−121 DqE

− F0, 1G

M−1DqE(− CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GDqE
− Dc1  d1E
(
z2 − c1z1 − d1z1
 θ¨ d − Dc2  d2Ez2 − z1, D6.9E
where c2, d2 are positive constants and τ C  0.028 FNmG.
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Figure 6.2 Experiment I: reference signal and actual angles
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Figure 6.3 Experiment I: estimated and analog pendulum velocity
The observer-controller parameter and initial values we used are
K  5I , d1  1, d2  2, c1  10,
c2  10, xˆ1D0E  M0, 0N Frad/secG, a  3.
Results are shown in figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.
6.3 Experiment II
In the second experiment we used the adaptive observer of chapter 4 to-
gether with the backstepping controller of the previous one, and in this
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Figure 6.4 Experiment I: estimated and analog arm velocity
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Figure 6.5 Experiment I: control signal
case we have a discrete time adaptive observer-controller. The parame-
ter we decided to estimate with the adaptation law is τ C, as it is slowly
time-varying. Choosing again D6.5E and D6.6E as tracking errors we had as
resulting control law
τu  τˆ Csgnxˆ11 
1
M−121 DqE

− F0, 1G

M−1DqE(− CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GDqE
− Dc1  d1E
(
z2 − c1z1 − d1z1
 θ¨ d − Dc2  d2Ez2 − z1, D6.10E
Furthermore we implemented the resetting rules shown in section 4.6 with
τ Cl and τ Ch lower and upper bound of τ C, respectively.
The observer-controller parameters and initial values we used are
K  5I , d1  1, d2  1, c1  10,
c2  10, xˆ1D0E  M0, 0N Frad/secG, a  3,
Γ  0.01, ∆  0.0075 FsecG, τˆ CD0E  0.001 FNmG,
τ Cl  0.001, τ Ch  0.04, µ  0.0001.
Results in figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show a good behaviour of the discrete-
time approximated algorithm, and the adaptation law seems to work very
well.
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Figure 6.6 Experiment II: reference signal and actual angles
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Figure 6.7 Experiment II: estimated and analog pendulum velocity
6.4 Experiment III
In the third experiment we used the same control scheme of the previous
one, but with both the parameters τ C, and α to estimate. Choosing again
D6.5E and D6.6E as tracking errors we had as resulting control law
τu  τˆ Csgnxˆ11  1
Mˆ−121 DqE

− F0, 1G

Mˆ−1DqE(− CDq, xˆ1Exˆ1 − GDqE
− Dc1  d1E
(
z2 − c1z1 − d1z1
 θ¨ d − Dc2  d2Ez2 − z1, D6.11E
As in the previous experiment, resetting rules for parameters were imple-
mented with τ Cl and τ Ch lower and upper bound of τ C, α l and α h lower
and upper bound of α .
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Figure 6.8 Experiment II: estimated and analog arm velocity
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Figure 6.9 Experiment II: parameter estimation and control signal
The observer-controller parameters and initial values we used are
K  5I , d1  1, d2  1, c1  10,
c2  10, xˆ1D0E  M0, 0N Frad/secG, a  3,
Γ  diagM0.01, 0.001N, ∆  0.0075 FsecG,
τˆ CD0E  0.001 FNmG, αˆ D0E  0.0001FKg m2G,
τ Cl  0.001, τ Ch  0.04, α l  0.0001,
α h  0.005, µ  0.00001.
Results in figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 show that after the tran-
sient, due to the parameter initial estimation errors, the discrete-time
adaptive observer controller has a good performance.
6.5 Experiment IV
In this experiment we used the same adaptive observer-controller we used
in the second one, but the objective was to stabilize the pendulum in the
upright position. The observer-controller parameters and initial values we
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Figure 6.10 Experiment III: reference signal and actual angles
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Figure 6.11 Experiment III: estimated and analog pendulum velocity
used are
K  5I , d1  1, d2  1, c1  10,
c2  10, xˆ1D0E  M0, 0N Frad/secG, a  3,
Γ  0.003, ∆  0.0075 FsecG, τˆ CD0E  0.001 FNmG,
τ Cl  0.001, τ Ch  0.04, µ  0.0001.
Results in figures 6.15, 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18 show that although there
is not any control in the arm angle and velocity, these signal remain quite
small and the performance is good.
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Figure 6.12 Experiment III: estimated and analog arm velocity
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Figure 6.13 Experiment III: parameter estimations
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Figure 6.14 Experiment III: control signal
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Figure 6.15 Experiment IV: reference signal and actual angles
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Figure 6.16 Experiment IV: estimated and analog pendulum velocity
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Figure 6.17 Experiment IV: estimated and analog arm velocity
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Figure 6.18 Experiment IV: parameter estimation and control signal
Figure 6.19 Furuta pendulum, Department of Automatic Control, Lund
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7. Concluding Remarks
7.1 Discussion
Many output feedback control schemes for robot manipulators were pre-
sented in the last decade, based on different approaches. Nicosia and Tomei
used Lyapunov design F24G, Berghuis and Nijmeijer the passivity concept
F7G, while Lim et al. suggested an observed integrator backstepping pro-
cedure F21G. In all those schemes, an observer which reconstructs the un-
measured velocity was used in combination with a controller. As the ob-
server exploits the physical structure of the robot, the velocity estimation
is more accurate than the one obtained by using position differentiation
algorithms, and consequently the controller performance is higher. The
adaptive observer-controller proposed in this thesis is an extension of those
results, covering also parameter uncertainties and smooth time-varying pa-
rameters, thanks to the adaptation law. Furthermore, it allows us to elimi-
nate the need of tachometers, that are required by adaptive controllers F17G
and introduce some noise anyway. With sensor noise, controller gains are
not allowed to be high, so it results in larger tracking errors, and velocity fil-
tering can be only partially a solution because of the introduced time delay
that can not be accepted in high performance tracking. A passivity-based
approach for designing observer-based adaptive robot control was shown
by Berghuis in F6G, by using a bounded adaptation law, but achieving only
stability for the tracking error dynamics. Instead, as pointed out above,
the control scheme presented in this paper achieves semiglobal asymptotic
stability both for the observer estimation error and the tracking errors.
7.2 Conclusion
An output feedback adaptive control scheme for robot manipulators has
been presented, that allows the separate design of the adaptive observer
from the state-feedback controller. By applying Lyapunov stability theory,
for the closed-loop system semiglobal asymptotic stability has been proven,
with respect to position and velocity tracking errors and velocity estimation
error. Using this approach, the behaviour of the closed-loop system seems
to be good even for small observer gains, that means low sensitivity to noise
and smooth control signals. Even if convergence to zero is not guaranteed
for the parameter estimation error, simulations show that in absence of
noise the closed loop system has this property too. Four experiments have
been made on the Furuta pendulum to check the performance of the pre-
sented algorithms on a real plant. Results show a good behaviour even in
presence of position measurement noise and the adaptation law seems to
work very well.
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7.3 Future Work
7.3 Future Work
Many further works can be made from the results presented here. First, as
the closed loop system seems to be asymptotically stable with respect to the
parameter estimation error also, a proof of this property could be found. It
may depend on some kind of persistent excitation condition. Furthermore
it could be possible to include an on-line parameter identification method
in the control scheme, as the one proposed in chapter 3, but using posi-
tion measurement only. An interesting extension of the output-feedback
adaptive control scheme proposed in this thesis could be made for flexible
joint robots, or in general for other classes of Euler-Lagrange equations.
In particular the adaptive observer of chapter 4 seems to be widely appli-
cable, and an extension for ships has already been made and is shown in
Appendix B.
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A. The Dymola-Simulink
interface on Unix and
Linux platforms
As pointed out in the previous chapter, some problems arose in the Simulink
implementation of the adaptive algorithms, and in particular we could not
reduce the sample time below 20 ms in the real process. By using Dy-
mola/Modelica instead of Matlab/Simulink for the algorithm implementa-
tion, we were able to reach a sample time of 7.5 ms, with a considerable
improvement of the discrete-time observer-controller performance. How-
ever, there were some problems in importing the Dymola models into the
Simulink environment on Unix and Linux platforms, because a direct in-
terface exists for Windows only. In this appendix we will show how we
solved this problem.
A.1 Dymola-Simulink Windows interface
By including
• dymolamfiles
• dymolamfilestraj
in the Matlab path, we can find a Dymola block in Simulink’s library
browser as Dymola Block/DymolaBlock, that represents the Modelica model.
This block is a shield around a S-function MEX block, or in other words,
the interface to the C-code generated by Dymola for the Modelica model.
DymolaBlock
untitled
untitled
page 1/1printed  16−Apr−2002  17:12
 
Figure A.1 Dymola block before compiling
Once we got the block in our Simulink model, a double click on it opens a
dialog window where it is possible to change parameters and initial values.
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A.2 How to import Modelica models into Simulink on Unix or Linux platforms
By clicking on the “Compile model” button is also possible to compile the
model, and as result we have a dll file executable by the S-function in the
Dymola block on the Windows version of Simulink.
Figure A.2 Dialog window for a Dymola model in Simulink
A.2 How to import Modelica models into Simulink
on Unix or Linux platforms
Unfortunately we have not a direct interfaces like the previous one on
Linux or Unix, hence we must compile the models in another way. First
we have to compile the model on Windows and take the temporary C-
source file of our model from dymolatmp and copy it somewhere else.
Then we can use in Matlab the “dymmex” function in dymolamfiles as
dymmexD’filename.c’E to compile the model.
At this point we have a mexsol file in Unix or a mexglx file in Linux,
which are executable by an S-function in Simulink. Hence we can take an
S-function from the Simulink library and write the filename in the right
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A.2 How to import Modelica models into Simulink on Unix or Linux platforms
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Figure A.3 Dymola block after compiling
field of the dialog box.
To pass the parameters and the initial values to the S-function, we have
to know the exact order of them, and we can see it in the dialog window of
the Dymola block on the Windows version of Simulink or we can use the
“loaddsin” function in dymolamfiles to load the dsin.txt file, which is in
the same directory of our Modelica model and contains all the parameters
and the initial values. It is important to note that we can pass to the S-
function the initial values of the continuous-time variables only. For the
discrete-time variables we must treat the initial values as parameters if we
want to change them, and this has to be specified in the original Modelica
model.
Now the S-function is ready to be used, but the last trick is that it has one
input port and one output port only, even if our Modelica model is multi-
input multi-output, so we have to know which are the input and output
signals and in which order they are. We can see it in the Dymola block
on the Windows Simulink after compiling the model, and after that use
multiplexer/demultiplexer to select the desired input/output. Finally, if we
decide to pass directly Dwithout using the loaddsin functionE the parameters
and the initial values to the S-function, we have to remember that they
must be written as column vectors.
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B. An Adaptive Observer for
Control of Dynamically
Positioned Ships Using
Vectorial Observer
Backstepping
Fossen and Grøvlen proposed an observer-based backstepping method that
allows the decomposition of nonlinear output feedback control into an ob-
server and a state feedback control F14G. However the observer design does
not cover unstable ship dynamics, and an extension for these cases have
been proposed by Robertsson and Johansson in F25G, under a detectability
condition. The adaptive observer proposed in this chapter is a modified
version of the reduced-order one proposed by Erlic and Lu in F12G for ma-
nipulator control, and does not require any condition for its application,
except a bound for the unknown parameters. However, in this case a full-
order observer is required, in order to have a good filtering of x and y,
which are measured by DGPS, with a noise in the range of 1-3 FmG. The
yaw angle ψ is assumed to be measured by using a gyro compass, which
is quite accurate Dthe noise will be less than 0.1 FdegGE. Furthermore, the
control law is the one shown in F14G, where the unknown parameters are
replaced by estimates obtained with the proposed adaptive observer.
B.1 Ship Model and Properties
The earth-fixed positions Dx, yE and yaw angle ψ of the vessel is expressed
in vector form as η  Fx, y,ψ GT, and the body-fixed velocities are repre-
sented by the vector ν  Fu, v, rGT . The elements in η and ν describe the
surge, sway, and yaw modes, respectively. Using the problem formulation
from F14G, we have the following system model:
η˙  JDηEν DB.1E
Mν˙  Dν  Kη  τ , DB.2E
where
JDηE 
264 cosDψ E −sinDψ E 0sinDψ E cosDψ E 0
0 0 1
375 , K 
264 k11 0 00 k22 0
0 0 k33
375 DB.3E
D 
264 d11 0 00 d22 d23
0 d32 d33
375  0, M 
264 m11 0 00 m22 m23
0 m32 m33
375  0.DB.4E
JDηE is the rotation matrix in yaw, M is the inertia matrix, K represents
the mooring forces and τ is the control vector of forces from the thruster
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system. For details about the model, see F14G, and the references therein.
We suppose that some parameters of the matrices M , D, K are unknown
but constant, and that only position DηE measurements are available.
From the structure of the model, we can write the left side of DB.2E as
Mν˙  Dν  Kη  ϕ0Dν˙ ,ν ,ηE ϕ Dν˙ ,ν ,ηEθ DB.5E
where θ " Rp is the unknown parameter vector, and we suppose to know
a bound for M , D and K , that is
0  Mmin  iMi  Mmax DB.6E
0  Dmin  iDi  Dmax DB.7E
0  iKi  Kmax. DB.8E
Furthermore, it is important to note that J−1DηE  JTDηE, and iJDηEi  1.
REMARK B.1
As in F25G and F14G, eq. DB.2E can be rewritten as
ν˙  A1η  A2ν  Bτ DB.9E
where A1  −M−1 K , A2  −M−1 D, B  M−1, but, from a viewpoint
of parameter identification, eq. DB.2E is a better description of the system.
If, for instance, only the inertia matrix M is unknown, using DB.2E we
shall have to estimate only the matrix M , but using DB.9E we shall have
to estimate A1, A2 and B, because all these matrices contain M .
B.2 Observer Design and Stability Analysis
We propose the following adaptive observer for the system DB.1E and DB.2E:
˙ˆη  JDηEνˆ  K1Dη − ηˆE DB.10E
˙ˆν  Mˆ−1

τ − Dˆνˆ − Kˆηˆ

 K2Dν − νˆE DB.11E
˙ˆθ  −Γϕ TDξ ,νˆ , ηˆEFν − νˆ G DB.12E
where ηˆ,νˆ , θˆ are the position, velocity, and parameter estimates, respec-
tively, ξ Dηˆ,νˆ , θˆ ,τ E  Mˆ−1

τ− Dˆνˆ− Kˆηˆ

, and K1  0, K2  0 are constant
gain matrices.
Subtracting DB.10E from DB.1E, and DB.11E from DB.2E, we have the obser-
vation error dynamics
˙˜η  JDηEν˜ − K1η˜ DB.13E
M ˙˜ν  −M˜

˙ˆν − K2ν˜

− D˜νˆ − K˜ηˆ − Dν˜ − Kη˜ − M K2ν˜ DB.14E
where η˜  η − ηˆ and ν˜  ν − νˆ are the position and velocity estimation
errors, respectively, and M˜  M − Mˆ , D˜  D − Dˆ, K˜  K − Kˆ . Let us
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define the parameter estimation error θ˜  θ − θˆ and consider the following
Lyapunov function candidate:
V Dη˜,ν˜ , θ˜E  1
2

η˜Tη˜  ν˜ T Mν˜  θ˜ TΓ−1θ˜

, DB.15E
its time derivative along the solutions of DB.13E and DB.14E is
V˙  η˜T ˙˜η  ν˜ T M ˙˜ν  θ˜ T Γ−1 ˙˜θ
 −η˜T K1η˜ − ν˜ T

D  M K2

ν˜  η˜T

JDηE − K

ν˜
− ν˜ T

M˜ξ  D˜νˆ  K˜ηˆ

 θ˜ T Γ−1 ˙˜θ . DB.16E
Using the property DB.5E and noting that ˙˜θ  − ˙ˆθ for constant parameters,
DB.16E becomes
V˙  −η˜T K1η˜ − ν˜ T

M K2  D

ν˜  η˜T

JDηE − K

ν˜
− θ˜ T

ϕ T Dξ ,νˆ , ηˆEν˜  Γ−1 ˙ˆθ

, DB.17E
and furthermore, using Eq. DB.12E and assumptions DB.6E, DB.7E and DB.8E,
we have
V˙  −σ 1iη˜i2 −

σ 2  Dmin

iν˜i2 

1 Kmax

iη˜iiν˜i, DB.18E
where σ 1  λminDK1E and σ 2  λminDKT2 MT  M K2E/2. Rewriting DB.18E
as
V˙  −Fiη˜i, iν˜iGQDσ 1,σ 2EFiη˜i, iν˜iGT , DB.19E
it can be verified readily that Q is positive definite if
σ 1 
D1 KmaxE2
4Dσ 2  DminE
, σ 2  0 DB.20E
and in this case we have global asymptotic stability with respect to the ship
positions and velocities, and global stability with respect to the unknown
parameters.
REMARK B.2
The observer DB.10E, DB.11E and DB.12E is not directly implementable be-
cause of the presence of the unknown signal ν into the equations DB.11E
and DB.12E. However a discrete-time approximation of the above observer
can be implemented as shown below.
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B.3 The Discrete-Time Approximation of the
Adaptive Observer
Integrating DB.10E, DB.11E and DB.12E, we have
ηˆDtE  ηˆDt0E 
Z t
t0
FJDηEνˆ  K1Dη − ηˆEGdt DB.21E
νˆDtE  νˆDt0E 
Z t
t0
Fξ Dηˆ,νˆ , θˆ ,τ E − K2νˆ Gdt
Z ηDtE
ηDt0 E
K2 JTDηEdη DB.22E
θˆDtE  θˆDt0E  Γ
Z t
t0
ϕ TDξ ,νˆ , ηˆEνˆ dt
− Γ
Z ηDtE
ηDt0 E
ϕ TDξ ,νˆ , ηˆEJTDηEdη, DB.23E
and replacing t0 with t− ∆, ∆  0, we can write
ηˆDtE  ηˆDt− ∆E 
Z t
t−∆
FJDηEνˆ  K1Dη − ηˆEGdt DB.24E
νˆDtE  νˆDt− ∆E 
Z t
t−∆
Fξ Dηˆ,νˆ , θˆ ,τ E − K2νˆ Gdt

Z ηDtE
ηDt−∆E
K2 JTDηEdη DB.25E
θˆDtE  θˆDt− ∆E  Γ
Z t
t−∆
ϕ TDξ ,νˆ , ηˆEνˆdt
− Γ
Z ηDtE
ηDt−∆E
ϕ T Dξ ,νˆ , ηˆEJTDηEdη. DB.26E
Assuming that ∆ is sufficiently small, DB.24E, DB.25E and DB.26E suggest a
discrete implementation of the proposed observer as follows
ηˆDiE  ηˆDi− 1E  ∆

JDi− 1EνˆDi− 1E  K1η˜Di− 1E

DB.27E
νˆDiE 

I − ∆ K2

νˆDi− 1E  ∆ξ Di− 1E
 K2 JTDi− 1E

ηDiE −ηDi− 1E

DB.28E
θˆDiE  θˆDi− 1E
 Γϕ T Di− 1E
h
∆νˆDi− 1E − JTDi− 1E

ηDiE −ηDi− 1E
i
. DB.29E
REMARK B.3
Obviously DB.27E, DB.28E and DB.29E are only an approximation of the pro-
posed observer DB.10E, DB.11E and DB.12E. However, they are implementable
and stand for a good representation of the observer if the sampling interval
∆ is sufficiently small.
B.4 Observer Backstepping
Referring to F14G, we define a smooth reference trajectory ηd  Fxd, yd,ψ dGT
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satisfying
η¨d, η˙d,ηd " L[. DB.30E
Since the measurement of η is affected by sensor noise and the observer
guarantees that ηˆ 0 η, the tracking error η−ηd is replaced by ηˆ−ηd, and
is used for observer backstepping. Defining z1  ηˆ −ηd we have
z˙1  JDηEνˆ  K1η˜ − η˙d. DB.31E
The main idea of backstepping is to choose one of the state variables as
virtual control. It turns out that
ξ1  JDηEνˆ  z2 α 1 DB.32E
is an excellent choice for the virtual control. ξ1 is defined as the sum of
the next error variable z2, and α 1 which can be interpreted as a stabilizing
function. Hence
z˙1  z2 α 1  K1η˜ − η˙d. DB.33E
We choose the following stabilizing function
α 1  −C1z1 − D1z1  η˙d DB.34E
where C1 is a constant strictly positive feedback design matrix, usually
diagonal, and D1 is a positive diagonal damping matrix defined as
D1 
264 d1k
T
1 k1 0 0
0 d2kT2 k2 0
0 0 d3kT3 k3
375 DB.35E
where di  0 Di  1 . . . 3E, and ki Di  1 . . . 3E are the column vectors of
KT1  Fk1, k2, k3G. The damping term −D1z1 has been added because K1η˜
in DB.31E can be treated as a disturbance term to be compensated. Then
we can write
z˙1  −

C1  D1

z1  z2  K1η˜. DB.36E
The next step is to specify the desired dynamics of z2; from DB.32E, we have
z˙2  ξ˙1 − α˙ 1  JDηE ˙ˆν  J˙DηEνˆ 

C1  D1

z˙1 − η¨d
 −

C1  D1
2
z1 

C1  D1

Dz2  K1η˜E − η¨d
 J˙DηEνˆ  JDηE

− Mˆ−1 Kˆηˆ − Mˆ−1 Dˆνˆ  Mˆ−1τ  K2ν˜

. DB.37E
Defining
ρ 
264 00
r
375 , SDρE 
264 0 −r 0r 0 0
0 0 0
375 DB.38E
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and ρ˜  ρ − ρˆ, we can write
J˙DηE  JDηESDρE  JDηESDρ˜E  JDηESDρˆE DB.39E
and
J˙DηEνˆ  JDηESDρ˜Eνˆ  JDηESDρˆEνˆ
 JDηETDνˆ Eν˜  JDηESDρˆEνˆ DB.40E
where
TDνˆ E 
264 0 0 −vˆ0 0 uˆ
0 0 0
375 . DB.41E
Substituting DB.40E into DB.37E, yields
z˙2  −

C1  D1
2
z1 

C1  D1

Dz2  K1η˜E
− η¨d  JDηETDνˆ Eν˜ JDηESDρˆEνˆ
 JDηE

− Mˆ−1 Kˆηˆ − Mˆ−1 Dˆνˆ  Mˆ−1τ  K2ν˜

. DB.42E
Now we choose the control law as follows
τ  −Mˆ JTDηE
h
−

C1  D1
2
z1 

C1  D1

z2 − η¨d  C2z2  D2z2  z1
i
− MˆSDρˆEνˆ  Kˆηˆ  Dˆνˆ , DB.43E
where C2 is a constant strictly positive feedback design matrix, usually
diagonal. Substituting DB.43E into DB.42E, we have
z˙2  −C2z2 − D2z2 − z1  Ω1η˜  Ω2ν˜ DB.44E
where
Ω1 

C1  D1

K1 DB.45E
Ω2  JDηE

TDνˆE  K2

DB.46E
The damping matrix D2 is defined in terms of Ω1 and Ω2 as
D2  diagFd4Dω T1 ω1 ω T4 ω4E, d5Dω T2 ω2 ω T5 ω5E,
d6Dω T3 ω3 ω T6 ω6EG DB.47E
where ΩT1  Fω1,ω2,ω3G, ΩT2  Fω4,ω5,ω6G and di  0 Di  4 . . . 6E.
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We can write the error dynamics as
z˙  −(Cz Dz EEzW1η˜  W2ν˜ DB.48E
˙˜η  JDηEν˜ − K1η˜ DB.49E
M ˙˜ν  −M˜

˙ˆν − K2ν˜

− D˜νˆ − K˜ηˆ − Dν˜ − Kη˜ − M K2ν˜ DB.50E
where
z 
"
z1
z2
#
, Cz 
"
C1 0
0 C2
#
, Dz 
"
D1 0
0 D2
#
, DB.51E
E 
"
0 I
−I 0
#
, W1 
"
K1
Ω1
#
, W2 
"
0
Ω2
#
. DB.52E
Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
V Dz, η˜, ν˜ , θ˜E  1
2

zT z η˜Tη˜  ν˜ T Mν˜  θ˜ T Γ−1θ˜

DB.53E
its time derivative along the solutions of DB.48E, DB.49E and DB.50E is
V˙  −zT Czz− zT Dzz zT W1η˜  zT W2ν˜
− η˜T K1η˜ − ν˜ T

M K2  D

ν˜  η˜T

JDηE − K

ν˜
− θ˜ T

ϕ TDξ ,νˆ , ηˆEν˜  Γ−1 ˙ˆθ

DB.54E
where we have used the fact that zT Ez 0. Now, using DB.12E, and adding
the zero terms
1
4

η˜T G1η˜ − η˜T G1η˜

 0 DB.55E
1
4

ν˜ T G2ν˜ − ν˜ T G2ν˜

 0 DB.56E
DB.54E becomes
V˙  −zT Czz− zT Dzz zT W1η˜  zT W2ν˜
− 1
4

η˜T G1η˜  ν˜ T G2ν˜

− η˜T

K1 − 14 G1

η˜
− ν˜ T

M K2  D − 14 G2

ν˜  η˜T

JDηE − K

ν˜ . DB.57E
Defining the matrices G1 and G2 as
G1  n1 I , G2  n2 I DB.58E
where
n1 
6X
i1
1
di
, n2 
3X
i1
1
di3
DB.59E
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we have, as shown below,
− zT Dzz zT W1η˜  zT W2ν˜ − 14

η˜T G1η˜  ν˜ T G2ν˜

 0. DB.60E
Actually consider the left side of DB.60E, which can be expanded as
− zT Dzz zT W1η˜  zT W2ν˜ − 14

η˜T G1η˜  ν˜ T G2ν˜

 −zT1 D1z1 − zT2 D2z2  zT1 K1η˜  zT2 Ω1η˜  zT2 Ω2ν˜ −
n1
4
η˜Tη˜
− n2
4
ν˜ Tν˜ DB.61E
Using definitions DB.35E, DB.45E, DB.46E and DB.47E together with z1 
F z¯1, z¯2, z¯3GT and z2  F z¯4, z¯5, z¯6GT , DB.61E can be rewritten as follows
− zT Dzz zT W1η˜  zT W2ν˜ − 14

η˜T G1η˜  ν˜ T G2ν˜

 −
3X
i1

di

z¯iki − 12di η˜
T
z¯iki − 12di η˜

 di3

z¯i3ω i − 12di3η˜
T
z¯i3ω i − 12di3η˜

 di3

z¯i3ω i3 − 12di3ν˜
T
z¯i3ω i3 − 12di3ν˜

 0 DB.62E
because all the quadratic terms in DB.62E are less than or equal to zero.
Hence we can write
V˙  −zT Czz− η˜T

K1 − 14 G1

η˜ − ν˜ T

M K2  D − 14 G2

ν˜
 η˜T

JDηE − K

ν˜ DB.63E
and using assumptions DB.6E, DB.7E, DB.8E we have
V˙  −zT Czz−

σ 1 −
1
4
n1

iη˜i2 −

σ 2  Dmin−
1
4
n2

iν˜i2


1 Kmax

iη˜iiν˜i
 −zT Czz− Fiη˜i, iν˜iGQ¯Dσ 1,σ 2EFiη˜i, iν˜iGT . DB.64E
It can be verified that Q¯ is positive definite if
σ 1 
1
4
n1  D1 KmaxE
2
4Dσ 2  Dmin− 14n2E
DB.65E
σ 2  max
h
0,
1
4
n2 − Dmin
i
DB.66E
and in this case we have global asymptotic stability with respect to the ship
positions and velocities, and global stability with respect to the unknown
parameters.
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Figure B.1 DP of a supply vessel: tracking of a time-varying reference trajectory
and tracking errors
REMARK B.4
Using DB.27E, DB.28E and DB.29E for the implementation of the adaptive
observer, the implementation of controller DB.43E involves simply the cal-
culation of τ DtE at time instant t  i∆.
B.6 Simulation Results
To show the performance of the proposed adaptive observer-controller, we
consider the case of dynamic positioning of an offshore supply vessel Dsee
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Fig. 8 in F15GE, which is described by the following matrices F15G
M 
264 5.3122 ⋅ 10
6 0 0
0 8.2831 ⋅ 106 0
0 0 3.7454 ⋅ 109
375
D 
264 5.0242 ⋅ 10
4 0 0
0 2.7229 ⋅ 105 −4.3993 ⋅ 106
0 −4.3993 ⋅ 106 4.1894 ⋅ 108
375
K  0.
We suppose that the inertial parameter m11 is unknown, that is θ  m11.
The observer-controller parameters are chosen according to
K1  10−3I , K2  10−3I , Γ  103,
C1  0.1I , C2  0.1I , di  0.1 Di  1, . . . , 6E.
Reference trajectories are generated by using a third-order filter with poles
in −0.1, that is
FDsE  0.1
3
Ds 0.1E3 DB.67E
Furthermore the sampling time ∆ is 0.1 FsG, and white noise is added to
the measurements in order to illustrate the filtering properties of the ob-
server. Results in Figs. B.1 . . . B.4 show a good performance of the proposed
adaptive observer-controller.
B.7 Conclusion
In this chapter an adaptive observer has been proposed and combined
with an adaptive controller for dynamically positioned ship control. Global
asymptotic stability of both the observer and the control law and global
stability of the parameter update law have been proven by applying Lya-
punov stability theory. In order to have a good filtering of noisy position
measurements, a full-order observer has been used. Although only an ap-
proximate implementation of the proposed adaptive observer-controller is
possible, this solution overcomes the difficulties in designing adaptive ob-
servers for nonlinear systems in which the unknown parameters and the
unmeasured states are coupled. Therefore, the approximated implementa-
tion of this control scheme approaches the real one as the sampling interval
approaches zero. The proposed adaptive observer does not require any con-
ditions for its application, except a bound for the unknown parameters. In
particular it is an extension of the one proposed in F14G, as it covers unsta-
ble ship dynamics, parameter uncertainties and smooth time-varying pa-
rameters. Furthermore simulation results show good filtering and tracking
properties also in presence of highly noise contaminated measurements.
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Figure B.2 DP of a supply vessel: measured and filtered positions, control signals
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Figure B.3 DP of a supply vessel: actual and estimated velocities, velocity esti-
mation errors
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Figure B.4 DP of a supply vessel: inertial parameter estimate
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